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A remark on a complete curve in complex

Euclidean space.

Kiyoshi Shiga

§1. .lntTodudion
011e of the most interesting problems in the theory of compleχ submanifolds in a

complex Euclidean space C” is to study the global behavior of curvature of submani-

folds. A fundumental qugstion is

Q麗s八四 I . Does there eχist a complete compleχ submanifold of C with holo-

morphic sectional curvature bounded from above by a negative constant ?

T . Sasaki and K . Shiga 〔2〕 and P . Yang 〔3〕 have already investigated this

problem, and they gave a complete answer in the case of codimension one.

ln this short note, we shall study the relationship between the notion of complete-

ness and the notion of closedness. 0 f course a complete submanifold of (? is not ne-

cessarily a closed submanifold (E xample) . So we shall consider the following problem

for the present. 。

Q麗琵i凹 II . Does there exist a complete submanifold of C” which has abounded

image ?

This problem is originany raised by S. S. Chern 〔1〕 for minimal submanifolds in

尺t゙ P. Yang showed that there eχists somerelation between Question l and Question

II . But Qusetion l is not solved in genera1, so we shall study Question ll directly.

The following is the main theorem of this note.

§2. Proり∫o/̀ 1yxelyleorema71datl ejramμe.
By a curve C in C” we wm me卯 a holomorphic immersion ぐC → C; where C

is an open Riemann surface. L et 山 2 be the canonica1 K瓦hler metric on C’t W e wm

say that C is a comかlete curve inC y f the induced metric ぐ* 心 21sa complete metric

on C.

W e may assume that C is simply conhected by considel゙ ing the u沁el̀sa1 covering

space if necessary. Then C is biholomorphic to C or the unit disk £)= {zECIlzl く 11.

1f C is biholomorphic to C, there exists no immersion of C to C”with bounded image,

since there exists no nontrivial bounded holomorphic function on C.

Then we consider the case that ぐ:D → C” is a holomorphic immersion such that

7

TH曰OREM. Let C ろecz comμde & 7a 171 C’; a7xd x 6e l加 Gu ssia71 cr s lr e ot C.

lf theTeexist8 (1 positilJeconst(lnt ksuch th(lt一ん< χ≦0,C・ 18 not bounded.

l have received many suggestions through the conversations from Professor T

Sasaki and Professor S. Takeuchi. l would like to expressmy cordial thanksto them
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ζ*山2 1s a completemetricwith curvaturebounded from below byanegativeconstant.

Put こ1182= h dZ肢 , then い s a positive real analytic function on Do Since ぐ*山2
1s a complete metric with curvature bounded from below , there eχists a positive con-

stant c by Y au’s generalized Schw arz lemm a ( 〔4 〕 ) such that

ぐ剔2≧ c心仏 (1)

where直心 is thePoincar6 metricon D, i.e.,

d 2 - 直心 (3)8̀ D̄ (1- lz12) 2 .

Then by (1) and (2)

/レ≧ c (1- |̃ 12ド 2 (3)

W e definQ a C°function ア(z) on D by

衣z) = ||ぐ(z) - びp)∥2, バ4)

where p is a fixed point of D and ll ・ |l is the Euclidean norm ih Ct

W e will show that メz) is not a bounded function on f)

For O < γ < 1, we put

皿r)=古エ2≒くr/)卸
Then for O < r。 < r < 1,

Let△尹1/yjjLbetheLlphlci“110「1皿Therlア(2)s゙1tisfies△アニ1. (5)

(by (6))

lt means by (3) , that

(by (5)).

皿7)¯顛7°)≧j:しL (lj7-2)r臨(炒

8

Calculating the right hand side, we obtain the following inequality

皿r) 一 皿r.) ≧ CI {logr- { ・ 10g(1- r) 一万 log(1十絹 - C2 ,

where Cl and C2 are positive constants independent of 7・.

The right hand side tends to infinity if r tends to l . lt means

lim 訂(r) = (=x).
r → 1

This means that ア(z) is not bounded, and it completes the proof of the theorem.

山足レ返ア直心

言言

万=

ニソ:乱府 (hdy

and Dr = レ 6C 日zl< べ



There exists an eχample that a complete curve in C” is not necessarily closed.

E xAMPLE. Let ( z, ㈲ be the linear coordinate system Cそ Let S de a closed

curve defined by

1

゛ 二石 匹

Since S is biholomorphic to C 一 { 0, 1 に the universal covering space is the unit disk

D. Then there exists a covering map φ:1)→ & W e define an imbedding φ:D → C3by

C(z) = (z, φ(z)).

Since S is a closed submanif01d, S is a closed curve. F rom the construction

ぐ*d82 ≧ φ*d82,

where ds2 1n the left hand side and in the right hand side mean the canonical metric of

C3 and C2 respectivery. lt means that ぐ: D→・ぴ is a complete curve in Cl F or a

point p 6 S, φ¯1(p) is an infinite set then び拐 is not a closed submanifold of C!

W e are interested in obtaining under what condition a complete submanifold is

a closed submanifold. But it seems to be a very difficult problem.
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